HEADING SOUTH? GO NORTH!
Jonno Barrett, Port Officer Salcombe, Devon
(Jonno has been an OCC member for nearly 40 years, having qualified with a passage from
Greenland back to the UK in 1973 which left an Arctic itch not shared by his wife Rosie.
They have been sailing together for some 25 years, first in their 37ft Buchanan sloop Shiraz
and since 2012 in Whirlaway.
Whirlaway of Percuil is 42ft overall with 10ft 10in beam and 6ft 4in draft, and was
built in Burnham-on-Crouch on England’s east coast in 1963. She was designed by Kim
Holman* as an ocean racer, and is now enjoying the active retirement worth of a classy
Admiral’s Cup contender.
All photos by Jonno and Rosie Barrett except where credited.)
Whirlaway in the Sound
of Luing, Scotland.
Photo David Wilkie
Four years ago Rosie
suggested we go to the
Baltic: “Warm”, she said.
Why not? It’s a classic
cruising ground and we’d
not been there.
From our home at
Salcombe on England’s
south coast the obvious
way was to head up
Channel and round the
Texel to the Kiel Canal.
So this summer found
us in northern Norway.
We’d come via the west
of Ireland, winter in
Oban, then Orkney and
Shetland to Ålesund
in Norway, with last
year a gentle summer
cruising Lofoten in warm
sunshine. It’s been something of a passage cruising journey, with only two overnight
sails (Scilly to Bantry and Shetland to the Ålesund area) but we just kept pottering on
each day. As Nancy Blackett said, ‘exploring’s only going next door, it’s just keeping
on going next door’. Wise chap that Arthur Ransome.
* Kim Holman, a leading British yacht designer of the 1950s and ’60s, of whom it was
rightly said ‘he never designed an ugly yacht’. Most of them were pretty fast, too.
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We wintered Whirlaway in Bodø, her third winter away from home, and perhaps her
toughest – a wooden boat in an arctic boat park? It wasn’t ideal, but she came to no
harm and we’ll paint her next winter, and it was probably kinder than the previous
winter’s dehumidified shed (a language issue) further south.
I was becoming aware that it would be appreciated if the Baltic made an appearance
before too long, so it looked as though this year would be the long haul back down
the Norwegian coast, perhaps to west Sweden or south Norway, but everyone prefers
a circular walk... At pretty much every stage Rosie had expressed a preference (I think
that’s the expression used at Relate marriage guidance) for south over north, and
we’re a team after all. So we headed north. Not roughty toughty north, just pottering
north. We come across lots of grand expedition yachts with sheltered coamings, strong
aluminium hulls and orange masts, but I did ice in my youth and discovered that it’s
rather cold. And icy. The clue’s in the name, really.
We left Bodø in June and it felt like pretty hard work. After slightly longer than
planned getting ready in Bodø (fitting a new autopilot and hence instruments, then
the heater stopped working ... getting going always takes longer than you hope) we
headed out for a cold, rainy broad reach up the coast to Tranøy. At least we assumed
it was up the coast, but we didn’t actually see it, which was a shame as it’s stunning.
Our friend Vivien did sterling work, as we had to hand-steer the lot due to a charging
problem. It wasn’t exactly the blue sky and stunning Lofoten mountain views she’d
seen in our previous year’s pictures.
While it improved here and there, the weather as we made our way to Tromsø was
not lovely. It did pull back enough for us to enjoy the spectacle of it all as we worked
our way through the leads to delightful Tromsø, the town centre dock handy for a bit
of the high life – water and so on and even laundry. We took a few days to do this and

Nordlenangen, northeast of
Tromsø – so grey and wet that
we spent the day in the café
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Midnight sun at Måsøy
that, said hello to Andy and goodbye to Vivien (will she ever come again?), listened to
various friendly Norwegians apologising for the weather (‘worst summer since’ and so
forth). Interesting museums too, largely reinforcing my desire not to go to icy places!
You’ll spot that this was heading north and away from the Baltic, two things that you
might think would induce a chill beyond the climate, if not actual mutiny – and yet Rosie
approved (she says the word was more ‘acquiesced’). Read on, for we had a cunning plan.
New people bring new perspectives, and we enjoyed Andy’s take on it as a landscape
architect. He has some pretty pithy things to offer on the paving of Tromsø...
We sought some good and proper midnight sun, so left Hammerfest in the afternoon
with our eyes on Ingøya, an island further north with an attractive looking anchorage.
On a calm afternoon it looked ideal, but then the wind filled in and it became a bit like
work and the anchorage less than ideal. We were relieved to bear away between Ingøy
and its neighbour Rolvsøy, despite a minor panic about overhead cables (no longer
there), to a carefully timed local midnight and open sea to the north approaching the
captivating Måsøy. Duty done, we squeezed onto the tiny pontoon behind the ferry
berth. As we approached Nordkaap the high mountains gave way to more of a feel of
the west of Scotland, lower and friendlier and, to us, as charming.
Nordkaap is not the northernmost point on the European mainland – it’s not on the
mainland, being an island, and it’s not the most northerly. That is the low promontory
of Knivskjellodden which, as you will know, means knife shell point. It’s hard to be a
star if no one can spell your name, there’s no high cliff and you can’t even get there
in a camper van. So Nordkapp wins the prize. We trudged round, motor-sailing on a
grey, low-cloud day, and on across the fjords to Nordkinn to fetch up at Mehamm. We
thought of the motorhomes and tripper buses, out of a good few kroner for the sake
of being on top of a high cliff looking out to the north – not at ice bears, not even at
Whirlaway passing, but at about 50 yards of cloud. They’d have done better among
the knife shells further down.
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That was our furthest north – 71° 11’∙4N. So now, as we headed on, we’d be going
south. Well actually mainly east – it was still a while before we saw the sun set.
Finnmark offers an exposed coast with settlements hard won from the sea. Berlevåg
impressed for its breakwaters, 100-odd years in the building, with the romance of
these end-of-the-world spots fully present. Russia is starting to impact too, with tales

Old net-drying racks
on the harbourside at
Berlevåg, Finnmark
of Pomor traders from the
White Sea and the brave
Norwegian partisans in
the war, supported from
Russia. We made our way
on, fetching up in Vardo,
an attractive island port
and handy for a crew
change, as Andy set off
back to the paving slabs
and my old friend Nick
Walker joined.
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Jonno (left) and Rosie with Vladimir Ivankiv, OCC Port Officer Representative
for St Petersburg, whose assistance and contacts made the entire trip possible
Our one overnight passage a year was here trumped by external rules. You can’t
stop before you clear into Russia or indeed anywhere along the Kola Peninsula. And
you have to arrive at the notional ‘Point C’ at the right time. So it was a 500 mile
leg non-stop to Arkhangelsk in the White Sea, keeping a predefined schedule for the
first 200 miles – 200 miles of brisk headwind, as it turned out. It was a bit trying, but
we did it and entered ‘the Throat’ – the 50 mile wide entrance to the White Sea, or
Beloye More in Russian, only in Cyrillic script... The sun came out and the wind eased
to gentle breezes, where in fact it remained for the next month or so. Mainly.
The White Sea evokes a very big Poole Harbour. Strong currents (usually against
you), and low, tree-lined sandy cliffs. But no Bournemouth or Poole Town Quay handily
there. It’s about 300 miles from Point C at the entrance to the Arkhangelsk channel
buoy, so it was a couple of days later and 2100 when we got there. We’d had no GSM
signal or radio contact and this was our first experience of Russian coastguard and
immigration, so we were a bit nervous. A brief signal let me WhatsApp to Vladimir
Ivankiv* in St Petersburg (about as far away as Cowes and Scotland), and then we
contacted the pilot boat on Channel 14. ‘Follow up, keep to starboard, Mike Yankee’
(pronouncing Whirlaway defeated them).
Off we set, worrying about customs and so on. Where to stop, how to register? ‘Mike
Yankee’ came the call, ‘your agent has arranged for the customs launch to meet you in
the channel in one mile. Follow them up the river, and when you are finished you will
meet the Vice President of the Solombala Yacht Club who will take you to a mooring
in town’. So we did, cleared in at 0400 on a Sunday morning, and there on a boat ready
and waiting was Mikhail – dragged out of bed by Vladimir 500 miles away!
* See page 167. Vladimir Ivankiv, our Port Officer Representative for St Petersburg,
is an essential contact for any cruiser visiting Russia.
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Arkhangelsk, our first contact with Russia, offered little English, a warm welcome, a
pretty waterfront and persistent insect life. Joined by old friend John Ungley we set off for
a 120-odd mile passage to the impressive Solovetsky islands. He’d come via Amsterdam
and Moscow (there being no direct flights from Dorchester), and he and we enjoyed
the sunny sail to a lovely anchorage under the Solovetsky Kremlin. If you find yourself
there, it’s a must see – impressive fortress, long history of trade and monastic stuff,
and then the first of Stalin’s
gulags ... with a museum
showing scary 1930s film of
happy chaps in the camps
with concerts, theatres and
so on while they laboured
away.
The reality was perhaps
a bit different. The
Belomorkanal was dug to
link then Leningrad to the
White Sea for strategic
reasons. Allegedly 12,000
died slaving on it. And
that, of course, was my
cunning plan for domestic
Alongside in the central basin in Arkhangelsk
bliss. Geographically aware
OCC members will know that Saint Petersburg is ... on the Baltic shore. So Stalin’s
hellishly-dug canal permitted our circular cruise – not any way a worthy outcome, but
we were grateful for it.
You need, and are required to have, a Russian-speaking pilot for the waterway to
St Petersburg. You can’t get into the first sea lock without one, and there is nowhere
outside to moor to meet them. So we were mightily relieved to see a backpacked figure

In front of the Solovetsky Kremlin
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Entering the
sea lock at
Belomorsk
perched atop a
large concrete
piling outside the
lock. We touched
alongside.
‘Oleg?’, ‘Yes?’,
big sigh (who
else would it
have been?) and
he scrambled
aboard, grabbed
the Russian river
radio (you need
this) and called
the lock. In no
time it opened,
about 100 yards
by 20 with a
rough wall – we were thankful for our fender boards – and nifty bollards set in the
wall which float up with you. We used a single line by the mast with two good lots
of fenders either side of it, which worked well all through the 19 locks of the canal.
It’s worth staying at the back of the lock, as they fill them for a 5m or more rise quite
quickly. And one should perhaps resist the temptation to take pictures too obviously, as
the locks are military property ... as the uniformed ambassador with the gun helpfully
signalled. For some things you don’t need a Russian speaker.

A lifting bridge on the
canal at Belomorsk
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The lock entrance approaching Lake Vygozero
Nick left us here for the long rail trip to St Petersburg and home. But Oleg made up
for him. Always willing, competent on the boat, careful with the pilotage and never
flustered by the occasional linguistic challenge, he proved an asset to the crew and
yet another example of the Ivankiv touch.
It was pretty isolated territory. There was the occasional small village marked by the
waterside shacks we’d first seen on the way up to Arkhangelsk, not tumbling down but
certainly at some very odd angles – they put the shack into ramshackle.

Oleg at Lake Vygozero on the
Belomorkanal, pleased
that the rain had
discouraged the
mossies
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Leaving Lake Vygozero –
and still climbing
We passed one larger town
with a big aluminium smelting
plant, and occasionally
spotted a railway. We saw a
couple of ships, one keeping
us company for an hour or
so as we locked through. But
that was it. It’s an out-of-theway trip, and the better for
it. Along canal and river and
across some areas of open lake
– Lake Vygozero involved a
brisk 20 mile beat – and those
19 locks saw us tumbling
down into Lake Onega at
Povenets, the eight downhill
locks mainly double ones,
being set in about 6 miles.
Across to Kizhi island
and the world returned.
River cruise ships, and huge
hydrofoils like cockroaches
on the water, disgorged
trippers to this heritage island. A morning walking round and we were off on a cracking
50 mile reach, pausing to refill our washing-up tank from the lake, to Petrozavodsk
and a shop! The capital of Karelia, Petrozavodsk is an attractive town/city, with wide
boulevards and trolley buses.
We headed back out onto Lake Onega for the 70 miles to the entrance to the
Svir River, and our world changed again. Big ships in numbers came past as our
A typical river freighter, an unusual sight
on the Belomorkanal but common from Lake Onega onwards
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Anchored off the
village of Mungala
on the Svir River ...
little branch line joined
the main St Petersburg/
Moscow waterway. The
buoyage reversed (the
leading direction seems
to be towards Moscow).
The shacks became houses
and wood became brick
as on we went. It’s about
120 miles, which would
normally take a couple
of days – except that we
were held up for three
days waiting for the bridge
... waiting for the
bridge at Lodejnoje
Polje to open

to open. We squeezed under the
meagre 3m they raised it – a metre
a day – and on towards Lake
Ladoga (Europe’s largest lake,
85% the size of Wales), enjoying
a beautiful but flat calm sunset as
we crossed to the Neva River at
Shlisselburg, arriving in the dark,
in good time for the bridge lift
booked by Vladimir.
Busier, with bigger houses,
but still – and this will be a
lasting Russian memory – kids
and families playing on every
bankside with access. Strong
currents whooshed us towards
St Petersburg past ever more
grandiose houses. We touched 11
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Alongside at Schisselburg at the entrance to Neva River
knots racing past the impressive mansions overlooking the Ivanovskiye rapids, glad to
be going downriver. We moored in the suburbs and said goodbye to Oleg and hello to
a new figure on the pontoon – our invaluable deus ex machina, Vladimir Ivankiv, who
had news of our next highlight.
It’s one of life’s bits
of luck that, for traffic
reasons, they lift the
eight bridges through
St Petersburg at night.
So we had the totally
memorable experience
of passing through
that most coherent
and impressive of city
centres in darkness.
Past the floodlit Peter
and Paul fort, gawping
at the Hermitage, and
suddenly alongside to
drop our pilot, Amir, as
dawn came. Alone at
last, we pushed on past
the sudden change from
bankside elegance to
Mansions overlook
the rapids on the
Neva River
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bustling shipyards and floating docks, sandblasting haze and all, till at 0600 we found
our Vladimir-arranged berth at the Krestovsky Yacht Club marina and could turn from
being intrepid boat travellers to St Petersburg gawpers, combining ten days of tourism
and work on Whirlaway in the heatwave sunshine.
We took the chance to process a lot of memories. Derelict industrial plants like the
set of some dystopian epic film, families swimming beside their crazily-angled waterside
shacks, freezing rain hoping for the temperature to get out of single figures, sultry days
wishing it would drop into the 20s. Huge, bare mountain islands snow-spotted in June,
flat delta lands winding through millions – zillions – of trees. All in about six weeks.

One of St Petersburg’s eight lifting bridges

And that’s how we headed north to the Baltic – and got there! Just ahead of the
divorce papers...

The world is a book, and those who do not travel read only one page.
St Augustine.
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